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Intra-organization and inter-organization collaboration and governance are becoming increasingly important for megaprojects. Different stakeholders form intricate links in a network structure. This study explores the role and effect of hybrid governance on complex network projects, such as urban rail transit projects. This included conducting a questionnaire survey with 116 professionals from organizations involved in urban rail transit projects and adopting structural equation modelling to analyze the data. The results analyzed the levels of intra-organization and inter-organization trust under the conditions of power asymmetry and power sharing. A higher level of power asymmetry was associated with lower hybrid governance performance. In contrast, a higher level of power sharing is associated with better hybrid governance performance. The results are generalizable to other projects with complicated organizational and network relationships.

1. Introduction

Megaprojects are often defined as projects with budgets over $1 billion with extreme technical and organizational complexity, a long time span, and a large number of stakeholders [1–4]. They usually refer to large public projects having a profound impact on politics, the economy, and public life in their locations [5, 6]. Because of these megaprojects’ characteristics, 90% of the world’s megaprojects have the problems of cost overruns and schedule delays [7]. Examples include the Beijing Olympic Stadium project (nicknamed Bird’s Nest) [8, 9], South African public sector megaprojects [10], and the Sydney Opera House [11]. This highlights the importance of analyzing the factors affecting project governance performance and project success.

Megaprojects are temporary endeavors (i.e., projects) characterized by large investment commitments, vast complexity (especially in organizational terms), and long-lasting impact on the economy, the environment, and the society [12]. Megaprojects are typically hybrid organizations (intra-organization and inter-organization), built by relevant stakeholders (owner, designer, contractor, supervisor, etc.) through market-oriented contracting. The mutual benefits of power asymmetry and power sharing based on intra-organizational and inter-organizational trust levels should create an efficient and harmonious working environment, resulting in improved project performance. However, self-centered behavior of bounded rationality, moral hazard, and opportunism may lead to conflicts that affect project performance [13, 14].

Generally, addressing project performance issues centers around organizational factors [15], environmental factors [16], institutional factors [17], contracts and tendering [18], project planning and scheduling [19, 20], and leadership and bounded rationality [21, 22]. Previous studies have often adopted a deterministic approach to identify the influencing factors in different governance structures that promote megaproject performance [15, 16, 23, 24]. A megaproject is a typically complex organization, with a hybrid structure described by [25, 26]. This highlights the need to analyze and explain the objectives of different interests, management, governance structure, behaviors, and strategies of
stakeholders in mixed organizations. It is important to assess multiple partners in this process, examining both horizontal and vertical interplay in megaproject hybrid governance. This includes the horizontal contract governance between the owner and the general contractor. It also includes the vertical corporate governance within the internal organization of the general contractor [27].

Hybrid governance has become a common term in political, economic, and management literature [25, 26, 28, 29, 30]; however, its definition remains amorphous and its use inconsistent. Power and trust are key factors influencing project performance [31, 32]. Variations in the scope and the scale of perspectives on hybrid governance somewhat limit the ability of researchers to further develop and test theory. This study addressed some of the conceptual limitations associated with studying hybrid governance in megaprojects, such as transportation, airports, nuclear power plants, and other major infrastructure assets. Specifically, the study focused on the networks of both vertical and horizontal relationships in megaprojects, with hypotheses related to the mutual influence of power-trust-performance. (1) The study evaluated the horizontal interplay of contract governance, which has benefits from and for the owner and the general contractor. (2) The study evaluated the vertical interplay of corporate governance within the general contractor organization and its departments. Those hybrid organizations were divided into two parts: horizontal and vertical.

This study applied a questionnaire survey approach to collect data from urban rail transit projects in six cities in China. The data were then analyzed using partial structural equation modelling (SEM). The next section of this paper provides the theoretical background of power asymmetry and power sharing, intra-organization and inter-organization of trust levels, and hybrid governance performance. Finally, this paper presents a clear interactional path of power-trust-performance for megaproject stakeholders, addressing specific aspects of conflict and methods for mitigating them to achieve the better performance with international construction projects.

2. Related Theories and Hypotheses Development

This section reviews the governance literature and principal-agent theory as a foundation for discussing the assignment of accountability to achieve benefits. It then applies the power-trust-risk approach to establish appropriate management approaches for hybrid governance performance and proposes a series of research hypotheses.

2.1. Hybrid Governance. The project governance landscape has changed considerably over the last few decades [33–35]. These changes have resulted from bounded rationality, contract incompleteness, information asymmetry, and integrity levels inside and outside megaproject organizations. The project governance reforms that have occurred over the years can be broadly classified in two domains: changes in the internal governance mechanisms of organizations and transitions in the external governance pressures [36–38]. Internal mechanisms broadly include an effectively temporary organizational structure established through a market contract. This includes the value system, responsibilities, processes, and policies that allow projects to achieve organizational objectives and foster implementation using approaches that serve the best interests of all the stakeholders [33]. Changes have also been imposed by those outside the organization, including governments, financial institutions, and regulators, through new guidelines and laws [39]. Project governance is widely recognized as a critical factor for successfully delivering projects and achieving their benefits [40]. However, in entering market contracts, owners and contractors enter an inherently complex organizational form and alliance in a megaproject. This recognition has spurred public and scholarly interest in extending project governance. Hybrid governance is one development of project governance in the construction field.

Hybrid governance originates from Williamson’s [26] research, who combined institutional economics with aspects of contract law and organization theory to identify and explain key differences between three generic forms for organization-market, hybrid, and hierarchy. Williamson clarified that each generic form is supported and defined by a distinctive type of contract law, which benefits from the analysis and development of transaction cost economics [26]. This was built on research from the 1930s, when Coase proposed a “market-enterprise” dichotomy in two kinds of organizations; the dichotomy coordinates economic activities. Researchers have applied the concept of “Institutional Structure of Production” to analyze different complex organizational forms. Asset specificity and transaction uncertainty are key factors that determine the organizational governance structure [41]. With the continuous progress of science and technology that has deepened globalization, there has been a steady increase in the degree of asset specificity and transaction uncertainty. This has increased the risk of opportunism that leads to traditional organizations facing higher and higher transaction costs [42, 43].

To mitigate risks of opportunism and moral hazard that are inherent in inter-organizational or intra-organizational coordination, different governance structures should be selected in different organizations. This is particularly true for complex transactions that require co-creation, which is often the case in the construction industry [44]. This also requires a transitional governance structure between market governance and hierarchy governance; this structure is hybrid governance, due to the specific difference between asset specificity and transaction uncertainty. Contracting parties are more likely to form such hybrid organizations in megaprojects, using a hybrid organization described by [28].

Hybrid governance research has found widespread practices in mixed organizations composed of different stakeholders [45, 46], including public-private partnerships [47, 48], multiagent alliances or partnerships [49], social enterprises [50], and nonprofit networks [46]. The principal-agent relationship in hybrid organizations reveals common interests and inherent conflicts between the two entities [51].
Potential conflicts of interest exist between project participants because they all have their own interests. Previous principal-agent research has been successfully applied to research construction project management [52, 53]. As such, the regulation and incentives driving stakeholders (owner as principal, the contractor as agent, and their subcontractors) have become a research focus in megaproject organizations.

There are many opportunities to apply and translate project governance research in the construction field to other organizational forms. This study applied hybrid governance research to hybrid organizations in megaprojects, opening up new avenues for research, practice, and policy. Furthermore, the study combined contract and corporate governance within the hybrid organization of a megaproject to help link hybrid governance structure to power and trust in project contexts, advancing our theoretical and practical understanding of megaproject governance. The hybrid governance structure can be divided into contract governance and corporate governance. In other words, the contract-corporate structure is a binary structure in hybrid governance (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 shows three interactive relationships among the owner, the general contractor, and the department i of the general contractor. These are all parts of a mixed governance structure in megaproject processes. The general contractor may have several departments, 1 < i < n, including design, construction, and management. First, the contract governance in intra-megaproject organizations is derived from the construction contract signed by owner and contractor. The construction contract defines the rights, responsibilities, and obligations between owner and contractors. Second, the corporate governance in an inter-megaproject organization comes from the arrangement of the internal institutional management system of the general contractor, which is a group company. Third, oversight is exercised through the signed construction contract, which means that owners participate in the inspection and acceptance process, project schedule, quality inspection, and project assessment.

Based on these three relationships of management and governance, problems occur in the life cycle of project processes, including cost overruns, project delays, quality problems, and unreasonable risk allocation [54–57]. These are rooted in information asymmetry and incompleteness, bounded rationality of the participants, and uncertainty. All of these can lead to power asymmetry and different trust levels. In the construction practice, good risk transfers or risk allocation are a way to influence project governance performance [58, 59]. However, the combination of uncoordinated cooperative relationships, incomplete contracts, and risks that fall beyond the contractor’s capacity fails to advance improvements in project management or governance performance. Instead, it increases the risk reversal from the contractor to owner, ultimately reducing project performance. In a hybrid governance structure in an intra/inter-megaproject organization, the degree of power asymmetry and trust levels should remain a key focus of governance. Past studies have made significant contributions in understanding power and trust in governance areas (contract, corporate, project, relationship, etc.) over the years; however, research gaps and limitations remain in the project governance domain.

2.2. Power and Trust in Project Governance. Power and trust are two important factors in internal and external organizations relationships in different governance areas [60–62]. They play a particularly important role in project governance. The paramount epistemological question concerning power and/or trust is whether or not to control and/or trust someone or something. Power and trust inherently involve risk; eliminating risk also eliminates the need for power and trust. In a hybrid governance perspective, projects as temporary organizational forms deserve special attention with respect to the coordinating role of power and trust. Thus, literature reviews will be separated into power and trust under the perspective of project governance.

2.2.1. Power in Project Governance. The Cambridge English Dictionary defines power as the ability to control people and events. Emerson [63] described power as a property of a relationship. Essentially, power can control, influence, or change the behaviors of others [64]. Power can be also understood as manipulating others’ desires, attitudes, and behaviors through social structure and cultural patterns [65]. Using market-oriented contracts in the early stage of the megaproject, the owner and contractor establish a cooperative organization, which is characterized by large-scale investments, a long life cycle, and technological and environmental complexity [4]. The governance of megaprojects is a typical complex system that leverages hybrid governance to address chaos, conflict, relevance, and hybrid complexities. The term “hybrid governance” is used in this section to refer to processes that seek to share power in decision making with the owner and contractors to develop shared recommendations for effective, lasting solutions to project problems, including changes and price adjustments. All of these are part of the life cycle megaproject management or governance.

Prior research has identified two primary concerns about power in intra-organizational and inter-organizational governance: convening stakeholders and managing power imbalances. First, corporate or organization reputation is impacted by the preferences of powerful stakeholders [66]; however, the megaproject owner often acts as both a convener and participant in a collaborative or governance process. This raises questions about the owner’s ability to dominate or control risk in a life cycle execution system or governance structure [67, 68]. Second, power imbalances impose constraints on collaborative processes [69, 70]. Actors who are less powerful in terms of resources, information, voice, or legitimacy may be excluded from participation [71] or may be embezzled by more dominant participants. Despite the importance of such concerns, there is little theory to guide stakeholders and researchers in understanding how power shapes hybrid governance processes and outcomes.

Few existing models of power are well suited for explaining and illustrating the role of power in the
governance structure of intra-organization and inter-organization. This is the reason why governance processes are ambiguous, complex contexts where information asymmetry, many participants, multidimensional management and governance structures, and processes can change rapidly based on risk. This highlights the need to discuss and consider the sources of power held by hybrid governance participants and the factors that influence governance processes with respect to the use of power. This research is conducted in combination with trust in the next section. Therefore, this paper proposed the following hypotheses (H1a and H1b) related to power asymmetry, power sharing, and performance.

H1a: power asymmetry is negatively related to hybrid governance performance. An increased level of power asymmetry is associated with poorer hybrid governance performance.

H1b: power sharing can advance improvements in hybrid governance performance. A higher amount of power sharing is associated with better hybrid governance performance.

2.2.2. Trust in Project Governance. Arrow [72] noted that virtually every commercial transaction involves an element of trust. Trust refers to an expectation, based on experience, that a partner will not behave opportunistically [73]. Trust is the main theme of control mechanisms in hybrid governance to reduce transaction costs, promote project success and performance, mitigate behavioral risks (especially opportunistic behavior), and reduce coordination costs [74]. This reduces the need for extensive formal contracts [75], among other mechanisms. Williams [76] noted that interpersonal trust is an important social resource that facilitates collaboration and enables coordinated social interaction. However, trust is not a control mechanism like power. Instead, it is a substitute for control by power [77] and can complement power mechanisms in hybrid governance.

Different types of trust are deeply embedded in megaprojects, which concern many interested entities (i.e., owner, contractor, designer, supervisor, and public). In this setting, interpersonal, intra-organization, and inter-organization trust become intertwined and interacted [78]. Psychology, management and workplace relations, behavioral law and economics, sociology, philosophy, and law are all needed to understand the interactions involved with trust and may provide more details needed to explain and illustrate the role of trust in megaproject. Because of the intertwined relationship between power and trust, this paper describes the kinds of power and trust held by participants in hybrid governance processes and reveals how the mutual influence and interaction between trust and power can impact project success and project performance. Therefore, this paper proposed the following hypothesis (H2) relating trust and performance.

H2: an effective trust level for realizing benefits improves hybrid governance performance. A higher trust level is associated with higher hybrid governance performance, and a lower trust level is associated with a lower hybrid governance performance.

2.2.3. Power and Trust in Hybrid Governance Approaches Affect Project Performance. The relationship between power and trust has been analyzed largely through the control function shared by power and trust [79]. This paper discusses power and trust in the context of hybrid governance at organizational (intra and inter) levels, rather than the single perspective of the owner or contractor. The research focuses on two dimensions (contract governance and corporate governance) of power and trust that have been discussed frequently in hybrid governance literature. This includes power asymmetry, power sharing, and trust levels in the inter/intra-organizational interactions of megaprojects.

In the megaproject environment, we expect power asymmetry or the sharing of control approaches to have a stronger impact on hybrid governance performance at low trust levels, while control is expected to have an inconspicuous impact in high trust level scenarios. Hence, this paper proposed the following moderating hypotheses (H3a and H3b) (also illustrated graphically in Figure 2).

H3a: power asymmetry negatively influences trust and affects megaproject performance. Power moderates the relationship between trust level and hybrid governance performance. (1) The more negative the influence of coercive power on the trust level is, the more the power asymmetry impacts hybrid governance performance. (2) The more negative the influence of noncoercive power on the trust level is, the less the power asymmetry there is on hybrid governance performance.
H3b: power sharing positively influences trust and affects megaproject performance. (1) The more positive the influence of noncoercive power on trust is, the more the impact there is on hybrid governance performance. (2) The more positive the influence of coercive power on trust is, the less the impact there is on hybrid governance performance.

By applying a power-trust-performance perspective, this study explored major functions shared by power and trust level in the hybrid governance of megaprojects. Next, we argue that the combination of power and trust can contribute to the formation of collective goals, group consensus, and shared values, which can lead to improvements for the owner, general contractor and their departments, and other partners. By complementing critical factors in hybrid governance, these methods play a significant role in advancing megaproject performance, by reducing risks caused by moral hazard and opportunistic behaviors.

3. Research Method

The following methodologies were developed to achieve the research objective and test the study hypotheses. First, metrics were developed to measure power and trust among megaproject partners (owner, general contractor, and departments in general contractor). Then, metrics were developed to measure megaproject hybrid governance performance success. A questionnaire survey was subsequently developed and administered to measure power and trust among megaproject partners and the associated hybrid governance performance success.

3.1. Participants and Procedure. This study targeted urban rail transit projects, which are recognized as a type of transport megaproject with significant social, economic, and environmental impacts [80]. This required establishing a theoretical framework to evaluate the specific path of power-trust-performance throughout the full life cycle of the metro construction process. This provides stakeholders (owner, general contractor, and their departments) a sound basis for assessing existing trust levels.

3.1.1. Questionnaire Design. As discussed above, many power, trust, and project governance factors affect the performance of a megaproject. Several exploratory interviews were conducted with specialists to gather their opinions about the power and trust levels in the intra/inter-metro construction organization. The exploratory interviews and literature analysis resulted in the identification of 26 influencing factors, which were included in the study questionnaire. Table 1 lists the 4 power asymmetry factors and 4 power sharing factors in the power dimension, 5 inter-organizational (owner and general contractor) factors, and 5 intra-organizational (general contractor and their departments) factors in the trust level dimension. There were 8 hybrid governance performance factors that could affect project performance in project management and governance for metro construction. Each influencing factor is explained in detail in Table 1.

For each metro construction project, questionnaires were distributed to targeted owners and project managers, who were asked to report on trust, power, and risk for the most recent project they had managed. They were also asked to provide contact details of their supervisors. Owners and project managers’ supervisors for the same projects were also asked to assess the level of urban rail transport project performance. A call for study participation was sent by e-mail to members of five metros in Tianjin, Guangzhou, Beijing, Shenzhen, and Shanghai, which belong to China’s Association of Metros. This group was selected because of their familiarity and experience with the urban rail transport project environment.

3.1.2. Questionnaire Response. The questionnaire was distributed in five different cities of China (Tianjin, Guangzhou, Beijing, Shenzhen, and Shanghai) with ongoing metro construction projects. Responses to the questionnaire were voluntary and anonymous. In total, 200 questionnaires were distributed and 116 were returned. Out of the 116 complete owner-project manager-supervisor dyads received, 36 responses were received from Guangzhou Metro, 21 from Tianjin rail transit, 33 from Beijing Subway, 14 from Shanghai metro, and the remainder from Shenzhen metro. A total of 25.6% of responses came from general contractors,
### Table 1: Factor loadings, AVE, CR, and Cronbach’s alpha of indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research variable</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>Outer loadings</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Cronbach’s α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power asymmetry</strong></td>
<td>PA1: we believe that critical resource control will increase power asymmetry</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA2: we believe that information control will increase power asymmetry</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA3: we believe that unfair risk sharing will increase power asymmetry</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA4: we believe that critical information control will increase power asymmetry</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS1: we will disclose information on the master plan and schedule arrangements to another party</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power sharing</strong></td>
<td>PS2: facing technical difficulties, we will use resource sharing to work together with another party</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS3: dynamic risk sharing mechanisms will be used across the life cycle of the megaproject</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA4: we will use deterministic contracts as much as possible to objectively increase the transparency of power</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLEO1: owner believes that another party has the ability to achieve expected results</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inter-organizational (owner and general contractor)</strong></td>
<td>TLEO2: owner believes that another party can meet the technological and management requirements of the project</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trust level</strong></td>
<td>TLEO3: owner believes that another party can be trusted and will fulfill their promises</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLEO4: owner believes that another party will consider our interests when making a major decision</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLEO5: owner believes that general contractor and departments will not make use of our problems to make profits</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intra-organizational (general contractor and its departments)</strong></td>
<td>TLI01: general contractor believes that departments have the ability to achieve expected results</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLI02: general contractor believes that departments can meet the technological and management requirements</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLI03: general contractor believes that departments can be trusted and will fulfill their promises</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLI04: general contractor believes that departments will abide by the contract throughout the whole project</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TLI05: departments believe that general contractor will consider our interests when making a major decision</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HGP1: urban rail transit project cost control is effective, and work is completed within the budget</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HGP2: urban rail transit project appears to have significant cost overruns</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HGP3: compared with other similar projects in the industry, our organization’s project cost control is better</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HGP4: in the urban rail transit project, the responsibilities, rights, and obligations are divided fairly and reasonably</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HGP5: in the urban rail transit project, the contract terms are clear and satisfactory</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HGP6: in the urban rail transit project, contract goals are consistent with organizations’ needs</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HGP7: in the urban rail transit project, the contract is considered effective in controlling opportunistic behavior</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HGP8: we regularly check and evaluate the behavior and performance between organizations under the contract</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\chi^2 = 12.6, df = 5, \frac{(\chi^2/df)}{=2.52}. \text{RMSEA} = 0.043, \text{GFI} = 0.89, \text{CFI} = 0.97, \text{NNFI} = 0.98, R^2,$ and item reliability indicate a significance level of $P < 0.05$. RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; GFI = goodness-of-fit index; CFI = comparative fit index.
26% from owners, 33.5% from departments within the general contractor organization, and 14.9% from government representatives. Urban rail transit project durations ranged between 48 and 90 months, with a mean of 68.5 months. A total of 75.4% of projects were undertaken by the government, while 24.6% of projects were commissioned through a public-private partnership. In terms of gender, 63.7% of respondents identified as male and 36.3% identified as female.

3.2. Measures

3.2.1. Governance Performance. Schedule, cost, and quality control are main objectives in construction project management [81] and are also specific indicators of project performance. The triple constraint, or the iron triangle of schedule-cost-quality, was used to measure the performance of hybrid governance and management. It was also used to determine the general levels of satisfaction that the owner, general contractor, and general contractor departments had with the benefits achieved at the project’s completion. Simultaneously considering project duration, cost, and quality and maintaining a balance between them during the full process of hybrid governance are significant in improving overall benefits and performance of a megaproject, such as an urban rail transit project. The items were measured on a five-point Likert scale (1 = low to 5 = high). The scale’s alpha coefficient was 0.82.

3.2.2. Power Asymmetry. Power asymmetry is commonly noted as a problem because power is consistently distributed asymmetrically across participants. This may lead to manipulation if stronger actors collaborate [82–84]. Study findings have indicated that while power asymmetries do affect governance modes, the process by which the power asymmetry affects governance mechanism is less well understood [85]. This paper proposes that the power asymmetry is related to hybrid governance mechanism through the perceived trust level. These variables were assessed using a five-point Likert scale (1 = low to 5 = high). The scale’s alpha coefficient was 0.83.

3.2.3. Power Sharing. Power sharing can produce an ethos of collaboration and trust [86]; promote sharing of responsibility, knowledge, and risk [86]; establish firm partnerships [87]; secure legitimacy of governance [88]; and reduce fragmentation [89]. There are also difficulties associated with power sharing, including the time-consuming process of fostering the trust needed to share power; the potential for stalemates and inaction caused by the poor implementation of power; or a failure in collaboration due to an unwillingness to share power. These variables were gauged using a five-point Likert scale (1 = low to 5 = high). The scale’s alpha coefficient was 0.84.

3.2.4. Trust Level. Trust can be created, attained, and supplemented using different trust building measures [90]. Hybrid organizations in urban rail transit projects have a continuously changing and evolving landscape. Therefore, adopting trust and power to improve the project’s conditions can maximize gains across partners. Trust has been found to be a predictor of project performance [91], and power asymmetry has a significant positive moderating effect on the impact of allied experience on innovative performance (Chao 2011). These variables were gauged using a five-point Likert scale (1 = low to 5 = high). The scale’s alpha coefficient was 0.82.

3.3. Data Analysis. Structural equation modelling (SEM) is a multivariate technique used to explore and test the relationship between variables. SEM contains both observable variables and potential variables that cannot be directly observed. Hair et al. [92] noted that SEM encompasses regression analysis, factor analysis, multiple correlations, and path analysis. This makes it a robust tool that can clearly analyze the effect of individual indicators on the population and the relationship between individual indicators. This method is applied to simultaneously analyze multiple variables. The measurements collected from self-administered questionnaire surveys are generally used to collect primary data [93]. SEM has been widely used in previous construction management studies [94–97].

In this study, the elements or items were coded according to the factor or latent construct; the data were then analyzed using SPSS and AMOS software. The factor codes were as follows: power asymmetry was “PA,” power sharing was “PS,” the inter-organizational trust level was “TLO,” the intra-organizational trust level was “TLO,” and hybrid governance performance was “HGP.” In the first stage of data analyses, the exploratory factor analysis (EFA), data were purified using the AVE, CR, and Cronbach’s alpha of indicators, as shown in Table 2. The remaining items were analyzed using within-block EFA, factor loading of the entire set, and Cronbach’s α techniques. This allowed for assessments of dimensionality and reliability. As a result, the EFA confirmed that the constructs were significant and had a good reliability for confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Generally, the accepted cutoff for item loadings is 0.70 or greater [98]. Table 2 shows that 0.824 < α < 0.911, indicating that all factor loadings were equal to or greater than the recommended cutoff value. Therefore, individual item reliability was considered to be significantly robust.

Table 1 lists the overall fit indicators for the confirmatory factor analysis. When (i^2/df) < 2, the SEM for power-trust-performance fit well, with a higher prediction accuracy. When 2.0 < (i^2/df) < 5.0, the model is acceptable. Based on Table 1, (i^2/df) < 2.62 ∈ (2, 5). As such, the result is accepted, based on the goodness-of-fit index (GFI) and comparative fit index (CFI) at a cutoff of 0.9 and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). In conclusion, the overall goodness of fit for the proposed measurement model provided sufficient support for us to consider the results representative of the hypothesized construct. Furthermore, assessments of validity were also conducted. They concluded that the convergent validity
results were marginally acceptable, as all items have a factor of loading larger than 1.96 and exhibited an $R^2$ value exceeding 0.413. Results showed significant positive correlations between the two management approaches that might be adopted by the megaproject owner, general contractor, and their departments in discharging his/her power asymmetry/sharing and trust level and hybrid governance performance.

**4. Results**

4.1. The Moderating Effect of Trust Level. The second set of research hypotheses (H2) focused on the moderating effect of inter-organizational and intra-organizational trust level on hybrid governance performance. Conditions set by [99] were tested first to facilitate a moderation test. The correlation analysis (see Table 2) found no significant correlations between the moderating variable (trust level), the predictors (power asymmetry/sharing and trust level), and the criterion variable (hybrid governance performance).

As a result, this case fell within the second quadrant in Sharma et al.’s model as a full moderator. In other words, the moderating variable was related to neither the criterion nor the predictor, nor did it interact with the predictor. Hence, a moderation analysis was conducted using a stepwise regression, as described above.

4.2. Results of the Structural Equation Modelling. The convergent validity was assessed by examining the loading and its statistical significance through the $t$-value, also known as a critical ratio (C.R.) in AMOS. A C.R. value greater than 1.96 or smaller than −1.96 indicated statistical significance [100].

With respect to R2 item reliability, Table 3 shows the results of the hypotheses constructed using the research framework, along with the C.R. value. A value that was larger than 1.96 or smaller than −1.96 represented a significance level of 0.05. This result supported the null hypothesis. In contrast, a value falling between 1.96 and −1.96 indicated that the null hypothesis was rejected.

**5. Discussion**

This section discusses the effectiveness of power and trust on hybrid governance performance in urban rail transit project contexts. Power asymmetry and power sharing can be somewhat assessed using the trust level among owner, general contractor, and the departments of the general contractor. In addition to confirming the positive relationship between the power asymmetry/sharing of megaproject stakeholders with respect to hybrid governance performance, the results of this study also exposed the mediating effect of the trust level. This reinforced the importance of the trust level as a contextual construct in megaproject hybrid governance. More specifically, this study found that under low and high levels of trust in inter-organization or intra-organization in the alliance of a megaproject, each management or governance approach to the discharge of power asymmetry/sharing has a different impact on contract governance and corporate governance with respect to hybrid governance performance.

The study found that megaproject stakeholders’ power asymmetry and power sharing of the hybrid governance process is important with respect to different trust levels in different situations. Furthermore, the owner, the general contractor, and the departments of the general contractor form a complex hybrid alliance that includes two kinds of governance relationships: the contract governance between the owner and the general contractor, known as the inter-organizational relationship; and the corporate governance, created because the general contractor is a large firm with many departments. Therefore, situations involving high or low trust levels due to different levels of power asymmetry and power sharing can affect hybrid governance performance.

This study investigated the connection between power and trust level and megaproject hybrid governance performance and explored the multiple mediating effects of cooperative behavior in urban rail transit projects. The empirical findings show that, as a core element of contract governance and corporate governance in hybrid governance, power and trust played a key role in conserving megaproject performance. Power and trust in the intra-organizational and inter-organizational constructs of a megaproject significantly impacted project performance. The owner, general contractor, and departments within the general contractor took on different responsibilities in hybrid governance. Furthermore, power asymmetry and power sharing were the two important project tactics in hybrid governance, with multiple mediating effects impacting the trust level within and outside megaproject organization. This study contributes to the literature on the nexus of inter-organizational trust levels, inter-organizational trust levels, and multiple mediating effects in improving hybrid performance.

The first contribution of this empirical study relates to the ways in which power asymmetry and power sharing impact inter-organizational trust level and hybrid performance. Although some studies have analyzed organizational performance from the perspective of inter-organizational trust, most studies have treated trust as an independent construct [101]. A more intensive analysis of corporate governance in hybrid performance is needed to address internal cost control and risk allocation and benefit distribution between the general contractor and the departments of general contractor. The power structure of a megaproject determines its contract governance. When a megaproject uses a centralized pattern held by the owner and power is out
of balance, the general contractor needs to seek power to improve megaproject performance. Responsibility, procedure, and scope focused on contract governance across the life cycle of megaproject. Moreover, power asymmetry, power sharing, and trust level building (joint action) have become integral parts of contract governance theory. As such, this study extends the existing theoretical boundaries and helps systematically analyze and determine their impact on megaproject contract performance, as well as the theoretical relationship with owner and general contractor.

The second contribution of this study refers to the multiple mediating effects of joint action (power-trust-performance) between intra-organizational trust levels. This can advance the corporate governance performance of the general contractor. This is perhaps the most striking finding, as the study found that the general contractor’s intra-organizational trust levels depended on the concentration of power, which was embodied in the power asymmetry and power sharing associated with the general contractor’s rules and regulations and operating mechanisms. This study found that power asymmetry and power sharing played moderating roles, by upholding the balance of power among stakeholders. This further deconstructed the effect of intra-organizational trust level on megaproject performance from the perspective of corporate governance. More power sharing and less power asymmetry were associated with a higher trust level in the megaproject and greater ease in improving megaproject governance performance. In contrast, less power sharing and more power asymmetry were associated with a lower trust level between general contractor and its departments. This increased the project’s internal transaction costs. As such, power and trust level had multiple mediating effects and shaped relationships between intra-organizational corporate governance performances.

Finally, the third contribution of this study lies in the moderating role of hybrid governance, composed of contract governance and corporate governance. Recent studies have focused on intra-organization and inter-organization relationships between contractual and corporate governance in different megaproject governance situations,[102–104] and it also impacts on time, quality, cost, value systems, responsibilities, processes, and policies, or dynamic effects [102–104]. This study found that hybrid governance had different moderating effects on the impact of trust and power on contract governance and corporate governance strategies with respect to megaproject hybrid governance performance. The results revealed that a power asymmetry in contract governance or corporate governance may negatively affect the trust level on hybrid governance performance, when the intensity of contract governance or corporate governance was low. However, power sharing played a positive role in this situation. To this end, contract governance should emphasize cooperation by strengthening coordination clauses, reducing control-focused clauses, and increasing flexibility in contract execution. In addition, corporate governance should formulate rules and procedures to regulate the power of the general contractor and its departments. Megaproject stakeholders enhanced trust level by using power only to advance megaproject performance through hybrid governance.

### 6. Conclusion

Research on the influence of power asymmetry, power sharing, and intra-organizational and inter-organizational trust levels on project costs, using the perspective of hybrid governance, remains in its infancy. There is much to learn by examining different variables. Power and trust differ from governance forms of organization or project teams; these elements impact intra-organizational and inter-organizational relationships, bring new challenges for stakeholders, and significantly impact megaproject governance performance. This study empirically gathered evidence about power-trust-performance effects, indicating that power asymmetry and power sharing are important process strategies for developing trust in hybrid governance and can play mediating roles in developing intra-organizational and inter-organizational trust. Moreover, megaproject hybrid governance is the bedrock of a working relationship between key stakeholders, including the owner, general contractor, and their departments. Hybrid governance moderates the effect of contract or corporate governance on megaproject performance. Megaproject stakeholders can therefore learn to better leverage power asymmetry and power sharing to impact trust levels in megaproject organizations and can use hybrid governance to improve megaproject performance.

Although the empirical data for this study were from urban rail transit projects in six cities of China, those metro projects share general characteristics, including bounded rationality, moral hazard, opportunism, cost overruns, mixed organization, and complicated working relationships. Moreover, the SEM model tested hypotheses of power, trust, and project performance, which were based on general theories of contract and corporate governance and based on the literature. Consequently, the research findings are generalizable, allowing other urban rail transit projects or other megaprojects to refer to them[105].

---

### Table 3: Results of the structural equation modelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Standard error (S.E.)</th>
<th>Critical ratio (C.R.)</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_{1a}$</td>
<td>Power asymmetry $\rightarrow$ performance</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2.132</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{1b}$</td>
<td>Power sharing $\rightarrow$ performance</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.546</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{2a}$</td>
<td>Power asymmetry $\rightarrow$ trust level</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>2.341</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{2b}$</td>
<td>Power sharing $\rightarrow$ trust level</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>3.624</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_3$</td>
<td>Trust level $\rightarrow$ performance</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>3.256</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S.E: standard error and C.R: critical ratio ($t$ value)
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